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RFP No. 1-13-P199 
Information Technology Infrastructure Library Maturity Assessment  

for the 
Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority 

 
Questions and Answers 
 
Notice: Questions may have been edited for clarity and relevance. 

1. The RFQ states: "All work will be performed at Ronald Reagan Washington National 
Airport.  A large portion of work required for this SOW can be performed at the 
contractor site. Is it required that absolutely all work be performed at the MWAA's 
site?  
Answer:  No.  There is an expectation that interviews, meetings, briefings, etc will 
occur onsite. 

2. Have you had a process assessment done previously? If so, what framework was 
used, what processes were assessed, and will that information be available for review 
after award?  
Answer:  No. 

3. What ITSM tool suite are you currently using and what processes are currently 
implemented within the tool?  
Answer:  Service-Now; Incident Management, Service Requests. 

4. Will the designated people (for each process) be available for interviews in person, 
over the phone, or both? Are they all local to the place of performance?  
Answer:  Yes.  

5. Will any existing process documents (and other related documents) be shared with 
the contractor to support the assessment?  
Answer:  Yes.  Part of the assessment is to review existing processes. 

6. Will there be a follow-on opportunity to implement process recommendations made 
during the assessment?  
Answer:  Implementation will be handled through a separate solicitation. 

7. How many staff members are in scope for the personal interviews/skill assessments?  
Answer:  Approximately 10. 
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8. What ITSM tools/applications are in use for process management, tracking and 
reporting?  
Answer:  See Response to Question #3.  

9. Is the process documentation to be reviewed available electronically?  
Answer:  The majority of existing documentation is available electronically. 

10. Is the process documentation to be reviewed centrally located?  
Answer:  The majority of existing documentation is centrally located.  

11. Will the assessor(s) be able to verify assumptions made re: the assessed process 
documentation with those parties responsible for performing those processes?  
Answer:  Yes. 

12. Will the assessor(s) be able to speak with those parties responsible for performing 
processes that do not have particular process documentation (e.g., a process 
document; a process workflow; a roles/responsibility map; performance measures; 
system configurations)?  
Answer:  Yes. 

13. Does the Airports Authority desire a specific format for the technical response to the 
SOW (Page V-3, Section 08, F): Other applicable documents addressing areas not 
listed above, but are required by the request for quotations and/or Specifications?  
Answer:  No.   

14. Are there any page constraints for supporting documents (e.g. response to SOW 
requirements or past performance references in support of the Qualifications of 
Firm)?  
Answer: Do not exceed fifty (50) pages.  Samples of previous work are not included in 
the 50-page limit. 

15. If we are not an LDBE but have the MDOT MBE/DBE, is it possible for us to bid on this 
effort?  
Answer:  This request for quotations has a mandatory 100% LDBE requirement.   The 
successful quoter must meet this requirement prior to award. Applications 
(referencing the quote 1-13-P199) must apply to the Authority's Equal Opportunity 
Programs Office for certification. For further instruction, see Section IX.  


